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Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading members. 
 
 

Imogen Breaks  

‘The Accident Season’ is a bewitching, 

thrilling novel that Cara's family have 

to face every year. Bones break, skin 

tears and bruises bloom. Yet Cara's 

family think of it as nothing but an 

accident, not even when they witness a 

family death. All of it is an accident. 

One day when Cara is looking through 

her photo's she finds that a girl called 

Elsie is in every single one of her 

pictures. Whether it's just the corner of 

her tartan skirt or the end of her 

mousy plait, she is everywhere. Elsie is 

a quiet, unnoticeable girl which proves 

to be traumatic when she suddenly 

disappears. However, it's not just real 

life she disappears from- she is 

suddenly invisible in Cara's photo 

library. Cara knows she has something 

to do with the accident season but 

doesn't know what... This book is a beautiful, dark story about a girl 

living in the shadow of a devastating curse. I would rate this book 9/10 

and would recommend it to 12+ 

 

Edel Waugh  

This is a story about one family who each year towards the end of October fear 

the accident season. They are right to fear it as all types of misfortune come 

their way at this time. Cara is the main character and she lives with her artist 

mum Melanie and she has a sister Alice and a half brother Sam. There is a lot of 

strange things happening in her life and some of them revolve around a 



 

 

mysterious girl called Elsie. The story is eerie at times with a ghostly feel 

and a very real monster. There was surprises I did not see coming and I felt 

great sympathy for some of these characters because of it.  

I would recommend this to Young Adults who enjoy darker tales to 

stay up late at night reading!  

http://www.edelwaugh.blogspot.com 

 

Beth Armstrong-Harris 

Brilliantly written, interesting and exciting.  

This is a great book filled with interesting characters and an exciting story line. 

would highly recommend if you enjoy mysterious adventures. 4/5 stars 

 

 


